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Arabah .el Madfuna. 

Feb 18th 1936 
                                                          
Dear Mother. 
 
          Amice & I are contemplating a  
trip in Joey to the Red Sea again.  
this time by another route, we expect  
to leave Friday, & be away about 6 days  
so it is probable that I may miss the  
next English mail so do not be  
surprised if you do not get your usual  
letter. 
 
          We have had a visitor today. a friend  
of Eve Samuels. she left by the night  
train. I have been showing her round 
the sights as Amice was very busy  
so had no oportunitysic of writing, so I am  
scribbling this in bed, it is a little  
past eleven, it is nice to have visitors  
but they do seem to absorb all one’s  
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spare time when they come on Tuesdays.  
& have to be seen off on the night train 
We had a letter from Dr Gardiner, there  
is a probability that the work here may  
not continue much longer, as Rockerfellersic 
is in financial difficulties owing to this  
new super tax that is being levied in  
America, Dr Gardiner is now on his  
way to New York to interview Rockefeller  
personally 
 
          I am sure you will be pleased to  
hear that our first cat did not come  
to a sticky end as we feared. he has  
gone wild & is living <in in> a hole of/<in> the  
wall of the ruined fortress a little way  
from here. one of the guards saw, and  
recognised him one evening. 
 
          We see very little of our new cat, it is 
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Nannie’s fault as she is always shoving  
& driving it away, she says he is a thief. 
she is careless about leaving food about  
when he can get it, so of course he seizes  
the opportunity (& the food) I think she  
must have hit him with a stick some times  
for he always runs away & hides as 
soon as he hears any one coming,  
I expect in the end he will go back  
to the wild like cat No 1. 
 
          We are expecting Dr Junker for a  
day or two at the end of this month  
we hear Otto is getting on very well  
& will soon have his leg out of the plaster  
case we shall of course hear all  
about it when Dr Junker comes 
 
          Are you going to see the Chinese  
Exhibition, we have seen pictures    
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of some of the exhibits in the London  
Illustrated News, they look very lovely  
Amice & I are both sorry to miss it  
I think I must try to get to sleep now  
or else I shall not want to get up  
at 6·30.  
 
          Much love to you & Father 
          Your affectionate daughter 
          Myrtle 
 


